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Abstract

An NLP model that understands stories should001
be able to understand the characters in them.002
To support the development of neural models003
for this purpose, we construct a benchmark,004
Story2Personality. The task is to pre-005
dict a movie character’s personality based on006
the narratives of the character in the movie007
script. Experiments show that our task is chal-008
lenging for the existing text classification mod-009
els, as none is able to largely outperform ran-010
dom guesses. We further proposed a multi-011
view model to use both verbal and non-verbal012
descriptions for personality prediction, which013
gives improvement compared to using only014
verbal descriptions. The uniqueness and chal-015
lenges in our dataset call for the development016
of narrative comprehension techniques from017
the perspective of understanding characters.1018

1 Introduction019

Plots and characters jointly play the central role020

in narratives (Riedl and Young, 2010). However,021

while plot comprehension in machine narrative un-022

derstanding (Sims et al., 2019; Lal et al., 2021;023

Mou et al., 2021) has become an active topic, the is-024

sue of character comprehension is largely ignored.025

In this work, we propose a new narrative026

NLP benchmark of personality prediction, the027

Story2Personality, to encourage the study028

of character understanding. The task collects movie029

characters’ MBTI personalities judged by human030

raters in an online community and their movie031

scripts. The goal is to predict personality according032

to the character’s narrative texts in the script.033

Compared to existing datasets that focus on pre-034

dicting real people’s self-reported personality test035

results from their verbal expressions on social net-036

works, e.g., Twitter (Qiu et al., 2012; Golbeck037

et al., 2011) or Reddit posts (Flekova and Gurevych,038

2015; Gjurković and Šnajder, 2018), we identify039

1Our code and data will be released.

Figure 1: An example excerpt from “The Matrix” movie
script. Blue utterances are mapped to the character Mor-
pheus’s scene descriptions, red are his dialogues. Mor-
pheus’s personality rated as ENFJ by 300 user votes

new challenges in personality prediction from nar- 040

ratives: (1) The writers usually use complex writing 041

skills and styles2 to engage the readers into the sto- 042

ries, making the understanding of narrative texts 043

more difficult; (2) the inputs of the task are very 044

long (>10K tokens on average), challenging the ap- 045

plications of Transformer-based models (Vaswani 046

et al., 2017); (3) both the scene descriptions and 047

dialogues are informative for the prediction, requir- 048

ing models to jointly consider multi-view of inputs. 049

We make the following contributions: 050

• We establish the first large-scale dataset for per- 051

sonality prediction of narrative characters that 052

can support the development of neural models. 053

Our dataset consists of 3,543 characters with la- 054

bels across all four MBTI dimensions. In compar- 055

ison, the only existing related dataset (Flekova 056

and Gurevych, 2015) contains only 298 book 057

2Examples include variable narrative sequence (e.g., nar-
rative, flashback, interpolation); and a variety of expressions
(e.g., argument, lyricism, illustration).
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characters and focuses on a single dimension.058

Our dataset is proved challenging — on this bi-059

nary classification task, none of the baselines060

achieve higher than 60% macro-F1.061

• We develop a movie script parser to automati-062

cally process a script to a structured form with063

the verbal character dialogues and the non-verbal064

scene descriptions illustrating backgrounds. Hu-065

man study shows that our parser is more accurate066

compared to previous rule-based tools.067

• We propose an extension of the BERT (Devlin068

et al., 2018) classifier to handle the long and069

multi-view (verbal and non-verbal) inputs. It070

gives a 2-3% improvement over the baselines.071

This shows the potential of exploiting both verbal072

and non-verbal narratives of characters, which is073

consistent with psychology research (McCroskey074

and Richmond, 1996; Richmond et al., 2008);075

and suggests the future direction for new model076

development.077

2 Background of MBTI078

Personality is a psychological construct aimed at079

“distinguish(ing) internal properties of the person080

from overt behaviors” (Matthews et al., 2003) and081

is a “stable and measurable” individual character-082

istics (Vinciarelli and Mohammadi, 2014). Un-083

derstanding the personalities of the characters is084

important for understanding the deeper message of085

the story. The most popular personality scales are086

Big-5 (Digman, 1997) and MBTI (Myers and Mc-087

Caulley, 1988). We chose the MBTI as the fictional088

character’s personality, because the MBTI can be089

used as a third-person evaluation technique (Co-090

hen et al., 1981). Human raters satisfy this criterion091

because they are fans of the movie, thus know the092

character well. Together with the voting from mul-093

tiple raters, this ensures the accuracy of the labels.094

MBTI has four dimensions: E/I: extravert (E) is095

seen as being generally active and objective while096

the intravert (I) is seen as generally passive and sub-097

jective (Sipps and Alexander, 1987). S/N: sensing098

(S) is seen as attending to sensory stimuli; intuition099

(N) describes a more detached, insightful analysis100

of events and stimuli (Boyle, 1995). T/F: thinking101

(T) involves logical reasoning and decision making;102

feeling (F) involves a more subjective and interper-103

sonal approach (Thomas, 1983). J/P: judging (J)104

attitude is associated with prompt decision making;105

perception (P) involves greater patience and wait-106

ing for more information before making a decision.107

An individual’s MBTI type has a label based on 108

her dominant preference for each dimension. In our 109

example, Morpheus is an extraversion person, un- 110

derstanding the world with intuition, dealing with 111

things with feeling, and organize the world around 112

him by judging. Together gives an ENFJ type. 113

3 Story2Personality Dataset 114

We constructed our dataset in three stages: extract- 115

ing movie scripts from the Internet Movie Script 116

Database (IMSDB3), parsing the collected movie 117

scripts into dialogue and scene sections, matching 118

characters’ personality types from The Personality 119

Database4 with their dialogues and scene sections. 120

3.1 Movie Scripts Collection 121

Movie scripts describe all of the elements that are 122

required to tell a story (Jhala, 2008). We collected 123

the movie scripts in the form of HTML files from 124

IMSDB combined with movie scripts in Narra- 125

tiveQA (Kočiskỳ et al., 2018). After removing cor- 126

rupted or empty files, we got 1,464 usable scripts. 127

3.2 Our Statistical Movie Script Parser 128

As shown in Figure 1, a movie script usually 129

has four basic format elements (Riley, 2009): 130

Scene Headings, one line description of each 131

scene’s type, location, and time (i.e., INT. ROOM 132

1313); Scene description, the description of the 133

actions of the characters (i.e., text in blue); Dia- 134

logues, names of characters and actual words they 135

speak (i.e., text in red); Transitions, instructions 136

for linking scenes together (i.e., FADE IN ON). 137

In order to extract information related to our task 138

(i.e., dialogues and scene descriptions) in a struc- 139

tured form, we first split the scripts to sections, i.e., 140

text chunks between two adjacent bolded chunks 141

(i.e., scene headings or character names, which 142

were stored as section titles). Then we designed a 143

statistical method to classify the section types: 144

Rule-Based Pre-Processing We start with a rule 145

to roughly classify the sections into dialogues and 146

scenes. As shown in Figure 1, a common format 147

of movie scripts is to align the shot headings, tran- 148

sitions and scene descriptions vertically, and uses 149

a larger indentation for dialogues. Therefore the 150

indentation size can be used to identify dialogues. 151

Since the dialogues may have different indentations 152

in the same script (same to scenes), the indentation 153

3https://imsdb.com/
4https://www.personality-database.com/
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sizes of the same section type may vary. Our rule154

assumes the sections with larger indentations com-155

pared to the FADE IN marker in the same script156

as dialogues and the others as scenes.157

Silver Parses Construction The above rough di-158

alogues/scenes classification introduces a lot of159

noises. We use the following idea to automatically160

determine the threshold indentation of dialogues.161

First, we compute from the rough results the aver-162

aged ratio µ of dialogues in a script and its standard163

variation σ. Second, we keep adding sections with164

the largest indentation lengths to the set of dia-165

logues, until the ratio of added sections becomes166

larger than µ+σ. Finally, we keep the left sections167

as scenes, with the exception if none of the inden-168

tation length can threshold the ratio of dialogues in169

the range of µ±σ, which are left as failure cases.170

We designated the successfully processed scripts171

with the dialogues/scene labels as the “silver” set.172

This consists of 29% of all the scripts.173

Section Classifier For the failure scripts from the174

previous step and the scripts without FADE IN175

markers, we use a learning model to determine176

whether each section belongs to dialogue or scene,177

with both the section title and text as inputs. Using178

137,042 labeled sections from the silver set, we179

trained a BERT-based section classifier to relabel180

all scenes and dialogues in all the scripts. The181

classifier achieved 99.31% accuracy on a heldout182

validation set. The outputs are our final parses.183

3.3 Personality Collection and Mapping184

Finally, we collect human rated MBTI types of185

movie characters from The Personality Database.186

In total, we collected 28,653 characters. Each char-187

acter has an id, name, vote count, and voters’ agree-188

ment on each MBTI dimension. For example, the189

MBTI profile in Figure 1 has 300 voters, with dif-190

ferent agreement rate along each dimension, at the191

time of our data collection. To ensure the quality of192

personality voting, we removed character profiles193

with <3 voters and <60% agreement rate.194

We then matched the characters’ personality195

profiles to the scripts, if the name can be softly196

matched to the dialogue title or the recognized197

named entities in the scenes (details and example198

of the final processed data in Appendix A).199

Table 1 shows the core statistics of our dataset.200

The types are mostly balanced, where N/S is the201

most uneven dimension. We filtered out the data202

with ≥60% agreement, so some characters do not203

Dimension Train(%) Dev(%) Test(%)

(a
)

E/I 45.9/51.8 49.6/49.0 52.6/44.2
N/S 36.6/60.4 41.8/54.0 41.4/55.0
T/F 54.7/43.2 45.8/50.8 46.0/52.8
J/P 46.4/51.3 47.2/51.2 45.6/53.0

Mean Min Max

(b
)

# dialogues/character 76.90 0 776
# words/dialogue 917.74 1 12, 536
# scenes/character 41.08 0 495
# words/scene 1,381.47 1 25,457

Table 1: Distribution of two personality types per dimension
(a) and core statistics (b) in Story2Personality.

Correct scene Correct dialogue

Ramakrishna et al. (2017) 85% 93%
Our parser 97% 100%

Table 2: Comparison of correct parsing results.

have all the 4 dimensions. We include more details 204

and examples in Table 4 in the appendix. 205

4 Dataset Analysis 206

We conduct human study to verify the advantage 207

of our script parser; then provide the human perfor- 208

mance on our dataset. 209

Script Parsing results We compare with the state- 210

of-the-art open-sourced script parser (Ramakrishna 211

et al., 2017), which employs many human written 212

rules, with a human study. We randomly selected 213

five scene and five dialogue section in 10 com- 214

mon movies, giving 100 snippets for evaluation 215

(40 from the silver set). Then we manually com- 216

pared the processing results with the original movie 217

scripts. Table 2 shows the result. Our parser out- 218

performs Ramakrishna et al. (2017) with a large 219

margin, while most mistakes from (Ramakrishna 220

et al., 2017) is to recognize scenes as dialogues. 221

Human performance We take the majority vote 222

of each character as the groundtruth. This gives an 223

averaged 93.54% human accuracy across the four 224

personality dimensions on our test data. 225

Computing humans’ macro-F1 score lacks an an- 226

alytical form from the agreement scores. Therefore 227

we make an approximation by sampling 3 voters 228

(minimum number of voters in our dataset) for each 229

character and treating them like the predictions of 3 230

different models. This gives overall >95% scores, 231

much higher than model performance (in Table 3). 232

The raw statistic data of human agreement on each 233

MBTI type can be found in Table 5 in the appendix. 234
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Figure 2: Multi-row multi-view BERT model architecture.

5 Experiments235

Baselines We build two baseline models: SVM,236

the LinearSVC from sklearn.svm. We extracted top237

20K word unigram, bigram, and trigram features238

according to term frequency after removing stop239

words. We set C=0.1; and BERT, fine-tuning the240

out-of-box BERT, with a linear head on the ‘[CLS]’241

token’s final layer embedding for classification.242

Our Method We further propose the multi-243

view multi-row BERT (MV-MR BERT) classifier244

(Fig. 2), an extension of BERT to deal with the245

long inputs and handle the verbal and non-verbal246

information differently, so as to better fit our task.247

First, to handle the long input per character, we248

borrow the idea from fusion-in-decoder (Izacard249

and Grave, 2020). The key idea is, since the com-250

plexity of Transformers is O(RL2) (with R the251

number of rows and L the length per row), when L252

is very large, we can split it to multiple segments253

to reduce the quadratic term. Then we rely on the254

attention over all the segments to fuse the informa-255

tion. Specifically, we split the input content D of a256

character into multiple segments D = {Si}Ri=1,257

and encode all the segments in a minibatch as258

H = BERT(Si) ∈ RR×L×d, where d is the hidden259

state size. Then a linear head is applied to get at-260

tention score across tokens in all the rows as α =261

softmax(HW + b) ∈ [0, 1]R×L. The final sum-262

marized representation of the input D is thus the263

weighted summation hD =
∑R

i=1

∑L
j=1 αijHij .264

Second, to handle both dialogues and behavioral265

descriptions in the scenes of a character,5 our multi-266

view model receives an input pair (Ddial,Dscene),267

5Both have been proved useful by psychology studies (Mc-
Croskey and Richmond, 1996; Richmond et al., 2008), where
sometimes non-verbal behaviors (e.g., stance, gesture, and
body movements) even dominate.

Model E/I N/S T/F J/P

SVM 54.65 55.41 52.83 56.18
BERT 56.06±0.73 55.59±3.36 57.13±0.97 57.59±1.40
MV-MR BERT 57.50±2.04 57.42±4.27 60.33±0.93 59.83±1.42

- multiview 57.30±1.91 57.05±1.80 57.04±2.05 57.39±2.21

Human Perf. 98.19±0.60 97.82±0.10 98.51±0.67 98.03±0.19

Table 3: Macro F1 scores on the four dimensions

Figure 3: Dev vs. test F1 scores of BERT-based models.

then uses a shared BERT and separated linear heads 268

to compute the summarized states hdial
D and hscene

D . 269

The two vectors are fed into a fully-connected 270

layer for prediction. For the scene description, we 271

prepend a special token “[ent]” to the target char- 272

acter’s name to denote its position. The attention 273

αscene is only computed on these special tokens. 274

Results and Analysis Following Flekova and 275

Gurevych (2015), we use macro-averaged F1 as 276

evaluation metric. Table 3 shows the main results 277

on the four MBTI dimensions. Peak performance 278

was achieved by our MV-MR BERT. The result sug- 279

gests using both dialog and action scene descrip- 280

tions consistently improved model performance. 281

The results are generally low compared to human 282

performance, showing the task is challenging to 283

existing models. Figure 3 gives further evidence for 284

the challenge of our task, which plots the dev versus 285

test scores during our model selection. It shows 286

the dev and test results are not highly-correlated, 287

meaning that by achieving near perfect accuracy 288

on the training data, the models largely overfit the 289

noises instead of capturing real clues. 290

6 Conclusion 291

We present a new narrative understanding task, 292

Story2Personality, a large scale personality 293

prediction dataset of movie characters. We evaluate 294

several classifiers on our task – while our multi- 295

view BERT model achieves a substantial improve- 296

ment over the SVM and BERT baselines, there is a 297

huge gap compared to human performance. This 298

indicates our dataset a valuable and challenging 299

task for future research. 300
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A Details of Dataset Construction405

Soft Name Matching Algorithm We created406

two movie-character dictionaries to associate the407

characters with the movies using the characters’408

full names and their subcategories (i.e., movie409

names) in personality profile data, as well as sec-410

tion titles (i.e., character names or scene headings)411

and movie names in the movie script data. Then,412

we tokenized and lowercased the character names.413

We matched both the exact same full names and414

the intersections of tokens such as the first or last415

name of the full name when the movie names416

are matched. To identify a character’s scene de-417

scriptions, we extracted named entities from scene418

descriptions and then matched the characters and419

scenes based on their names using the same method.420

After matching the character name with the movie421

name, we store the MBTI personality, vote count,422

dialogue and scene descriptions into a dictionary423

for each character.424

Example Data Item for One Character Fig-425

ure 4 shows the example of information for one426

character Gary from the movie “Joker” in our427

Story2Personality, stored in json format.428

The data item contains the ID (’id’), character name429

(’mbti_profile’) and movie name (’subcategory’) in430

the PDB website; together with the human voted431

MBTI types and the number of votes. Finally we432

save the dialogues of the character and the scenes433

he appears in two separated entries. For scenes,434

we save both the scene texts and the soft matched435

name mentions in the texts for the target character.436

The name mention is used to prepend the special437

tokens in our MV-MR BERT model.438

B Additional Information of the Dataset439

Table 4 lists the distribution of all the 16 MBTI440

types in our dataset, together with a representative441

movie character for each type.442

C Statistics of Human Agreement443

Table 5 lists the human agreement score on each444

MBTI dimension, on which we compute the human445

accuracy and approximate the human macro-F1446

scores.447

The raters are most divided in annotation of N,448

with an average agreement is 91.06% and the stan-449

dard deviation 0.11. One reason is that the percep-450

tual style dimension N/S measures how the indi-451

vidual obtain information. Comparing with dimen-452

Personality % Example

ISTJ 8.41% Darth Vader (“Star Wars”)
ISTP 8.07% Shrek (“Shrek”)
ESTP 8.21% Han Solo (“Star Wars”)
ESTJ 6.52% Boromir (“The Lord of the Rings”)
ISFJ 6.41% Forrest Gump (“Forrest Gump”)
ISFP 6.49% Harry Potter (“Harry Potter”)
ESFJ 4.88% Cher Horowitz (“Clueless”)
ESFP 7.06% Jack Dawson (“Titanic”)
INFJ 4.80% Edward Cullen (“Twilight”)
INFP 5.42% Amélie Poulain (“Amélie”)
ENFP 3.90% Anna (“Frozen”)
ENFJ 3.75% Judy Hopps (“Zootopia”)
INTJ 4.26% Michael Corleone (“The God Father”)
INTP 3.75% Neo (“The Matrix”)
ENTP 4.94% Tyler Durden (“Fight Club”)
ENTJ 4.88% Patrick Bateman (“American Psycho”)

Table 4: Distribution of the 16 MBTI personality types
in Story2Personality

sions related to attitudes (E/I) or decision making 453

(T/F, J/P) (Jung, 2016) perceptual style is more 454

implicit. Specifically, S is seen as attending to sen- 455

sory stimuli, while N describes a more detached, 456

insightful analysis of events and stimuli (Boyle, 457

1995). They are more difficult to determine from 458

the explicit story narratives.

Mean Min Max STD #Character

I 94.43% 60% 100% 0.10 1,783
E 94.22% 60% 100% 0.10 1,679
N 91.06% 60% 100% 0.11 1,347
S 93.32% 60% 100% 0.11 2,082
T 94.22% 60% 100% 0.10 1,851
F 93.68% 60% 100% 0.10 1,617
P 93.68% 60% 100% 0.10 1,825
J 93.72% 60% 100% 0.10 1,644

Table 5: Descriptive statistics of voters’ agreement

459
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Figure 4: An example except from Story2Personality. Each character has ID (’id’), character name (’mbti_profile’),
movie name (’subcategory’), dialogue, and scene descriptions.
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